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case, then these two forms of the trimer could be nearly isoenergetic. Calculations are under way to examine this possibility.
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The time- and frequency-resolved hole-burning line shape of polar molecules in a polar solvent is expressed in terms of gas-phase
spectroscopic parameters of the solute, vibrational relaxation rates, dielectric properties of the solvent, and the temporal profile
of the pump pulse. At short times, a progression of narrow vibronic holes is predicted. As a consequence of solvent relaxation,
these holes broaden and undergo a red shift. This behavior has been observed in the measurements of Shank et al. on cresyl
violet in ethylene glycol. We propose hole burning as an alternative to fluorescence measurements in probing solvation dynamics.

Hole-burning (saturation spectroscopy) measurements with
femtosecond time resolution of cresyl violet in ethylene glycol have
recently been reported by Shank and co-workers.' In these
experiments, the sample is excited with a 60 femtosecond pump
pulse, and the absorption spectrum is measured with a 10 fs probe
pulse. If the delay time between pump and probe is short, the
absorption spectrum shows a decrease in absorption (hole) at the
pump frequency, as is expected for a system with an inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectrum. In addition, two holes
of smaller intensity occur 600 cm-I to the red and to the blue of
the central hole. Stimulated Raman measurements have shown
that the dominant Raman-active vibration in cresyl violet has a
frequency of 590
As the delay between pump and probe
is increased, the holes undergo substantial broadening and a red
shift, and a t a delay of 150 fs, the vibronic structure is lost and
the hole width is comparable to the width of the entire absorption
spectrum. The temporal evolution of the absorption spectrum is
ascribed by Shank et al. to vibrational relaxation in cresyl violet.
We have developed a theory of the hole-burning spectroscopy of
a polar molecule in a polar solvent that includes both vibrational
relaxation of the solute and the reorganization of the solvent about
the electronically excited solute. We propose that the broadening
and red shift of the vibronic holes in the cresyl violet spectrum
may arise from the relaxation of solvent dipoles around the
electronically excited dye molecule.
We consider a solution composed of solute and solvent molecules. The solute molecules are present in sufficiently low concentration that interactions among them are negligible, and we
may treat a single solute in its solvent environment. The differential absorption spectrum, A a ( w 2 ) , is defined to be the difference between the absorption coefficient at w2 in the absence
of a pump pulse and the absorption coefficient at w2 measured
with a probe pulse that follows a pump pulse. The differential
absorption a t w2 is related to E2(w2),the amplitude of the probe
field, and PNL(w,), the nonlinear polarization of the medium3 by

A 4 4 = -(4aw,/c)

Im IFNL(w,)/E*(w,)I

(1)

FNL(w2) is the Fourier transform of PNL(7),the nonlinear polarization of the medium at time
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pNL,the nonlinear contribution to the density matrix, is the dif-

ference between the full density matrix and that part of the density
matrix that is linear in the radiation-matter interaction. In eq
2b, 1is the transition dipole operator, n is the number density
of solute molecules, and Tr denotes the trace. Substitution of the
linear part of the density matrix into the right side of eq 2b yields
the linear polarization, which, when inserted into the right side
of eq 1, yields the absorption spectrum in the absence of a pump
pulse. We shall evaluate pNLto third order in the radiation-matter
interaction4s5for the following model. The solute is taken to be
a polyatomic molecule with two electronic states. The molecular
energy levels are shown in Figure 1. The labels a and c denote
vibronic states in the manifold of the ground electronic state of
the solute, while b and d refer to vibronic states in the excited-state
manifold. The influpce of the solvent on Aa is expressed by the
solvation coordinate U(t),an operator that represents the difference
between the interactions of the solvent with the excited-state solute
and with the ground-state solute
h

o(lct)= exp(ihet/h)C(Vme - Vmg)exp(-ihet/h)
m

(3)

In eq 3, he is the Hamiltonian of the solvent in the presence of
the electronically excited solute and Vme( Vmg)is the interaction
between the solvent molecule labelled m and the excited-state
(ground-state) solute. We adopt a semiclassical approach in which
the solute is treated quantum mechanically-but the solvent is
treated classically. We replace the operator U(t) by a stochastic
variable U(t), with mean ( U ( t ) ) . Prior to the excitation of the
(1) (a) Shank, C. V.; Fork, R. L.; Brito Cruz, C. H.; Knox, W. In Ultrafast
Phenomena V; Fleming, G . R., Siegman, A. E., Eds.; Springer: Berlin, 1986.
(b) Brito Cruz, C. H.; Fork, R. L.; Knox, W. H.; Shank, C. V., to be published.
(2) Werncke, W.; Lau, A.; Pfeiffer, M.;Weigmann, H. J.; Hunsalz, G.;
Lenz, K. Opt. Commun. 1976, 16, 128.
(3) Shen, Y. R. The Principles of Nonlinear Optics; Wiley: New York,
1984; p 216.
(4) Loring, R. F.; Yan, Y. J.; Mukamel, S. Chem. Phys. Lett., in press.
( 5 ) Mukamel, S. Phys. Rep. 1982, 93, 1; Adu. Chem. Phys., in press. Sue,
J . ; Yan, Y. J.; Mukamel, S. J . Chem. Phys'. 1986, 85, 462.
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la) and Ib), and P(a) is the population of state a at thermal
equilibrium. Q is the frequency of the 0-0 transition for the
gas-phase solute, and the energy difference of states Ib) and la)
is h ( Q+ W b a ) . The frequency of the 0-0 absorption transition
in the solvated molecule is we*, defined in eq 7b. The lifetime of
the electronic excited state is taken to be long compared to the
experimental time scale. Vibrational relaxation is incorporated
through G d d , b b and G,,,,. GiJ,nn(f)
is the conditional probability
that the solute occupies the vibronic statej at time t , if it occupies
state n at t = 0. In the absence of vibrational relaxation, GJJ:nn
= sJn,and when vibrational relaxation is complete, G,J,nn= P o ) ,
the thermal equilibrium population of state
In general, GJJ,nn
may be calculated by postulating a Pauli master equation that
describes transitions between vibronic states of the same electronic
state.6 Three further assumptions are made in deriving eq 7.
First, A is taken to be large compared to the inverse of the time
,
implies that the absorption profile of a single
scale of ( U ( t ) ) which
vibronic transition is inhomogeneously broadened. The fact that
a vibronic progression of narrow holes was burned in the cresyl
violet spectrum at short times indicates that this assumption is
valid for the cresyl violet/ethylene glycol system. Second, the
overlap of pump and probe pulses is taken to be negligible ( t o 2
VI).
Third, the frequency difference of each pair of ground-state
vibronic levels and of each pair of excited-state vibronic levels is
taken to be large compared to the inverse of the duration of the
pump pulse ( l W m l / w >> 1, I " J b d l / W >> 1).
In order to calculate the differential absorption spectrum from
eq 7, we require three quantities associated with the solvent:
( U ( t ) ) A,
, and K ( t ) . These quantities can be obtained either from
an analytical theory or from a molecular dynamics simulation of
the solvent, and here we shall adopt the former approach. ( U ( t ) )
has been calculated for a time-dependent generalization of the
Onsager cavity model, by Mazurenko and Bakshiev,' Bagchi,
Oxtoby and Fleming,* and van der Zwan and H y n e ~ in
, ~their
investigations of the time-dependent Stokes shift in fluorescence
measurements in solution. In this model, the solute is represented
by a point dipole located at the center of a spherical cavity of radius
a that is surrounded by a dielectric continuum characterized by
a dielectric function €(a).The point dipole has a moment pg when
the solute is in the ground state and has a moment F~ when the
solute is in the excited state. The energy of the system at any
time can be related to ~ ( w by
) solving Maxwell's equations. Within
the Debye model for dielectric response, in which c(u) = c,
(to - c=)/(l - i W T D ) , (u(t))
is given by

u).

--Figure 1. Molecular energy levels involved in hole burning. la) and IC)
denote vibronic states of the ground-state manifold, and Ib) and Id)
denote vibronic states of the excited-state manifold. w1 and w2 are the
pump and probe frequencies, respectively. weg is the frequency of the 0-0
absorption transition in the solvated molecule.

solute, the mean solvation coordinate is ( U ( 0 ) ) . The solute is
excited by the pump pulse at t = 0, and ( U ( t ) )describes the
relaxation of the mean solvation coordinate to its new value. Since
U ( t ) is composed of contributions from each of the solvent
molecules, we invoke the central limit theorem and assume that
U ( t ) obeys Gaussian statistics. The correlation function of the
fluctuations of U is given by

(sU(t

+ T ) ~ U ( T ) )A'K(t);
E

K(0) = 1

6U(t) 5 U(t) - ( U ( t ) )

(4)

(5)

In the following derivation, we shall assume that the equilibrium
configuration of the solvent depends on the electronic state of the
solute but that the magnitude and time scale of the fluctuations
about this equilibrium configuration are independent of the state
of the solute. We assume that the fluctuations in the solvent
environment of a solute are described by eq 4, whether the solute
is in the ground or excited electronic states.
The experiment begins with the application of a pump pulse
whose electric field, Ei(t), is taken to have the Gaussian form
Ei(t) = 2t9i cos ( ~ ~ t ) ( W / r ' /exp(-Wt2)
~)

(6)

After a delay time to, the absorption spectrum is measured with
the probe pulse. We assume that the duration of the probe is
sufficiently short that the nuclear degrees of freedom in the system
do not undergo significant time evolution during the pulse. In
this limit, the temporal profile of the probe pulse does not enter
into Aa. A a can now be calculated according to the procedure
that was recently developed4 for the determination of the timeand frequency-resolved fluorescence spectrum of a polar, polyatomic molecule in a polar solvent. The result is
Aa(w2) =

+

( U ( t ) )6he-

(W-)) =
- 4/[(2t0

+ 1)(2+
~ 1111 exp(-t/.,)

(U(m)) = - b e e h e - / J ~ ) [ ~ ( c O1)l/[a3(2eo + 1)I
T, E

7D(2C,

+ 1)/(2Co + 1)

(84
(8b)
(8c)

The characteristic time scale of ( U ( t ) )is the solvation time T ~
which is related to the Debye dielectric relaxation time T D in eq
8c. The solvation time is very similar in magnitude to the longitudinal relaxation of the dielectric medium,1° which is usually
defined to be TDc,/cO. As U(t)is taken to be a Gaussian variable,
(sU(t)sU(O))can be calculated from ( U ( t ) )with a fluctuation
dissipation r e l a t i ~ n . ~ In
J ~the high-temperature limit, we have

(sU(t)sU(o))= W ( U ( t ) )- (U(m))I

(9)

Equations 4, 8, and 9 give ( U ( t ) ) ,A, and K ( t ) in terms of the
solute radius and dipole moments and the dielectric properties
of the solvent. The differential absorption spectrum may now be
calculated by substituting eq 8 and 9 into eq 7.

&to)

= A 2 K ( t 0 ) / ( W+ A')

(74
The delay time between the peaks of the pump and probe pulses
is denoted to. pab is the transition dipole matrix element of states

( 6 ) Mukamel, S.; Smalley, R. E. J . Chem. Phys. 1980, 73, 4156.
(7) Mazurenko, Yu. T.; Bakshiev, N. G. Opt. Spectrosc. (Engl. Trunsl.)
1970, 28, 490.
(8) Bagchi, B.; Oxtoby, D. W.; Fleming, G. R. Chem. Phys. 1984,86,257.
(9) van der Zwan, G . ; Hynes, J. T. J . Phys. Chem. 1985, 89, 4181.
(10) Fulton, R. L. Mol. Phys. 1975, 29, 405.
(11) Hubbard, J. B.; Wolynes, P. G. J . Chem. Phys. 1978, 69, 998.
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In eq 7, Aa is expressed as the sum of two terms. The first
reflects dynamics of molecules that
term, which contains Gdd,bb,
are electronically excited at the time of probing, while the second
term, which contains G,,,,, reflects dynamics of molecules in the
ground state. Since the absorption spectrum is proportional to
the population difference between the ground and excited electronic states, both ground-state and excited-state dynamics enter
into Aa. The primary difference between hole-burning spectroscopy (as well as other forms of four-wave m i ~ i n g ~ *and
'~)
spontaneous fluorescence measurements is that the former techniques can probe both ground- and excited-state dynamics, while
the latter experiment probes only dynamics in the excited state.
The first term in eq 7 has the same time and frequency dependence
as an expression recently derived by us for the fluorescence
spectrum at w 2 measured at a time to following the application
of an excitation pulse with central frequency
Examination
of this term reveals that at short times, there will be a sequence
of narrow holes when h ( w z - w , ) is approximately equal to the
energy difference of two vibronic states of the ground-state manifold. As the solvent relaxes about the dipole of the electronically
excited solute, these holes broaden and undergo a red-shift. At
long times, this first term is proportional to the steady-state
fluorescence spectrum of the solute. At short times, the second
term adds a sequence of narrow holes when h(w2 - w l ) is approximately equal to the energy difference of two vibronic states
of the excited-state manifold. For delay times that are long
compared to the solvation time (K(to)<< 1) and that are long on
the time scale of vibrational relaxation (Gcc,,,(to) z P ( c ) ) ,this
term factors into the product of the unperturbed absorption
spectrum at w iand the unperturbed absorption spectrum at w2.
The holes contributed by this second term broaden in time and
will undergo a red shift for w , > wegor a blue shift for w , < ueg.
For w i= weg, these holes broaden but do not shift. Equation 7
shows that vibrational relaxation within a single vibrational mode
can alter the magnitudes of the vibronic holes, or, if the mode has
different frequencies in the ground and excited electronic states,
can cause the appearance of new holes. Vibrational relaxation
within one mode does not lead to line broadening or to a continuous
spectral shift. By contrast, vibrational relaxation from one optically
active mode to a large number of dark modes whose frequencies
in the ground and electronic excited states are slightly different
can lead to line broadening.6 However, solvent reorganization
alone may account for the line broadening and continuous red
shift obsemed by Shank and co-workers.
The measurements of Shank et al. indicate that significant
solvation may occur in 100 fs in ethylene glycol at room temperature. Quantitative application of eq 7 to the cresyl violet
experiments requires knowledge of the dielectric relaxation in
ethylene glycol on the picosecond and femtosecond time scales.
The dielectric relaxation of ethylene glycol is well characterized
for frequencies up to 100 GHz,13 but data for shorter time scales
is not currently available. Figure 2 shows Aa calculated from
eq 7 for a model solute in ethanol at 247 K. The dielectric
parameters for ethanol at 247 K are to = 33.5, t, = 4.8, and T~
= 1.05 ns.I4 According to eq Sc, the solvation time T$ is 164 ps.
We take w I = weg. The pump pulse has a full width at half
maximum of 1 ps. The model solute has a single optically active,
harmonic vibration whose frequency in the ground and excited
electronic states is 590 cm-I. Ifie - figl = 6 D. The equilibrium
value of the vibrational coordinate changes by 0.75 ( h / m w ' ) l / z
upon electronic excitation, where m is the reduced mass and w'
is the vibrational frequency (a dimensionless dis lacement of 0.75).
The solute has an effective radius of a = 3
Vibrational relaxation is not included in the calculations shown in Figure 2.
The top frame in Figure 2 shows the unperturbed absorption
spectrum (no pump pulse) for the model system. The following

1.

(12) Mukamel, S.; Loring, R. F. J . Opt. SOC.A m . B: Opt. Phys. 1986, 3,
595.
(13) Salefran, J. L.; Marzat, Cl.; Vicq, G. Ado. Mol. Relax. Interacf.
Processes 1981, 19, 97.
(14) Bertolini, D.; Cassettari, M.; Salvetti, G . J. Chem. Phys. 1983, 78,
365.
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Figure 2. The top frame shows the unperturbed absorption spectrum of
a model solute with a harmonic vibration a t 590 cm-' with a dimensionless displacement of 0.75 in ethanol at 247 K. o,= weg. The solute
dipole moment changes by 6 D upon excitation, and the effective radius
of the solute is a = 3 A. The following frames show the differential
absorption spectrum Aa for successively longer delays between the probe
pulse and the 1-ps pump pulse. Each spectrum is labeled with the delay
time to in picoseconds. The solvation time T~ is 164 ps. The dashed curve
in the lowest frame shows A a for to >> rS. Vibrational relaxation is not
included.

frames show ha measured at a sequence of delay times between
the pump and probe pulses. For t o << TL, Aa consists of a progression of sharp lines, separated by the vibrational frequency,
as was observed in the cresyl violet experiments. At longer times,
these vibronic holes broaden and undergo a red shift. The dashed
curve in the lowest frame shows the asymptotic behavior of Aa
for to much greater than T~ but still small compared to the excited-state lifetime. For such long times, Aa is composed of two
broad holes, which arise from the two terms in eq 7. The principal
difference between Figure 2 and the cresyl violet data (Figure
2 of ref la) lies in the relative time scales of the line broadening
and the line shift. In Figure 2, the broadening occurs rapidly on
the time scale of the shift, while the experimental data show a
shift and a broadening that occur on comparable time scales. The
separation of time scales between broadening and shift in the
present calculation is primarily a consequence of eq 9, in which
the broadening and shift are related by a high-temperature
fluctuation~lissipationtheorem. Comparison of Figure 2 to Figure
2 of ref l a indicates that the simple relationship in eq 9 may not
be accurate for cresyl violet in ethylene glycol at room temperature.
More sophisticated calculations of ( U ( t ) )and ( s U ( t ) s U ) ,from
simulations for example, together with eq 7, which relates these
quantities to the experimental observable, may yield results that
are in better quantitative agreement with the experiment.
There is currently considerable interest in using time-resolved
fluorescence measurements to probe solvation dynamics.'>'' Such
(15) Hallidy, L. A,; Topp, M. R. J . Phys. Chem. 1978, 82, 2415.
(16) Mazurenko, Yu.T.; Udaltsov, V. S. Opt. Spectrosc. (Engl. Trans.)
1977, 44, 417.
(17) Okamura, T.; Sumitami, M.; Yoshihara, K. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1983,
94. 339.
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measurements may not be practical on time scales that are 1 or
2 orders of magnitude smaller than the solute fluorescence lifetime.
Our analysis shows that hole-burning spectroscopy provides a
direct probe of solvation dynamics on a time scale that is limited
(18) Maroncelli, M.; Castner, E. W.; Webb, S. P.; Fleming, G. R. In
Ultrafast Phenomenon v,Fleming, G. R., Siegman, A. E., Eds.; Springer:
Berlin, 1986. Castner, E. W.; Maroncelli, M.; Fleming, G. R. J . Chem. Phys.
1987, 86,1090, Maroncelli, M,; Fleming, G , R,, to be submitted for publication.
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only by the durations of the pump and probe pulses.
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The time dependence of MLCT excited-state emission for [Os(phen)(da~)~]~+
in the glass-to-fluid transition region in 4: 1
ethanol-methanol is analogous to that observed earlier for [Ru(bpy),l2'. This observation calls into question the earlier
suggestion that the origin of the time dependence in the emission spectrum of R~(bpy),~+
is a delocalized, [Ru(bpy-'/3),I2+*,
to localized, [(bpy)2Ru(bpy-)]2+*,transition. In the osmium complex the time-dependent shifts to lower energy are proposed
to arise from a dynamic solvent effect involving solvent dipole reorientations.

Introduction
Although they are well studied,' an apparent controversy exists
in the description of the luminescent metal-to-ligand chargetransfer (MLCT) excited states of polypyridyl complexes of Ru(I1)
and Os(I1). The controversy arises in multiple chelates like
R ~ ( b p y ) , ~(bpy
+ is 2,2'-bipyridine) where a question exists as to
whether the excited electron is localized on a single bpy ligand,
[(bpy),R~"'(bpy-)]~+*,or is delocalized over all three, [Ru"'(bpy-1/3),]2+*. The experimental evidence in fluid solution is
consistent with localization in the excited state2" while results
obtained in the solid state have remained somewhat equivocal.'
In a recent experiment a time dependence observed in the emission
spectrum of Ru(bpy):+ near the glass transition region in 4: 1 (v/v)
ethanol-methanol was attributed to a transition between delocalized and localized MLCT states.* We report here that a very
similar effect is observed for the mono-polypyridyl complex
[O~(phen)(das)~]
(PF,), (das is 1,2-dimethylarsinobenzene;phen
is 1,lO-phenanthroline) where there is no ambiguity concerning
the orbital basis of the acceptor levels for the excited electron since
there is only a single chromophoric ligand. For the osmium
complex we attribute the temporal effect to a dynamic reorientation of solvent dipoles in response to the change in electronic
structure between the ground and excited states which calls into
(1) (a) Kalyanasundaram, K. Coord. Chem. Reu. 1982, 46, 159. (b)
Ferguson, J.; Herren, F.; Krausz, E. R.; Vrbanich, J. Zbid. 1985, 64, 21. (c)
Meyer, T. J. Pure Appl. Chem. 1986, 58, 1193.
(2) Bradley, P. G.; Kress, N.; Hornberger, B. A.; Dallinger, R. F.; Woodruff, W. H. J . A m . Chem. Soc. 1981, 103, 7441.
(3) Mabrouk, P. A,; Wrighton, M. S.Znorg. Chem. 1986, 25, 526.
(4) Kober, E. M.; Sullivan, B. P.; Meyer, T. J. Znorg. Chem. 1984, 23,
2098.
(5) Gold, J. S.; Milder, S. J.; Lewis, J. W.; Kliger, D. S.J. Am. Chem. SOC.
1985, 107, 8285.
(6) Carlin, C. M.; DeArmond, M. K. J . Am. Chem. SOC.1985, 107, 53.
(a) Ferguson, J.; Krausz, E. R. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1982, 93, 21. (b)
Yersin, H.; Gallhuber, E.; Vogler, A.; Kunkley, H. J . A m . Chem. SOC.1983,
106, 4155. (c) Hipps, K. W. Znorg. Chem. 1980, 19, 1390.
(8) Ferguson, J.; Krausz, E. R.; Maeder, M. J . Phys. Chem. 1985, 89,
1852.

(7)
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question the existence of a delocalized to localized transition for
Ru(bPY)32+.

Experimental Section
The synthesis and purification of the osmium complexes have
been reported el~ewhere.~ Spectroscopic grade ethanol and
methanol were singly distilled and stored over molecular sieves
under nitrogen. Samples for emission studies were freezepump-thaw degassed at <low5Torr for at least five cycles and
sealed under vacuum. Temperature control was maintained by
a Janis Research NDT cryostat and a Lake Shore Cryogenic
DRC84C controller. Steady-state emission spectra were recorded
with an SLM Instruments Series 8000 photon-counting spectrofluorimeter corrected for instrumental response. Time-resolved
emission spectra were obtained with a 0.25-m monochromator,
a Hamamatsu R446 P.M.T., and a Tektronix 7912AD transient
digitizer interfaced to a PDP 11/34 minicomputer. The 337-nm
fundamental of a Molectron UV400 nitrogen laser (pulse width
5-8 ns at 50 r J per pulse) was used for right angle excitation
with a nitromethane filter to remove scattered laser light.

-

Results
Temperature-dependent, steady-state emission spectra for the
complex [Os(phen)(das),](PF6), are shown in Figure 1. At
temperatures near the glass transition region there is a marked
blue shift of the maximum accompanied by the appearance of a
well-defined vibrational structure. The significant shift to higher
energy with decreasing temperature appears to be a general
phenomenon for many organici0and MLCT excited states" where
there is significant charge-transfer character to the excited state.
Recently, based on temperature-dependent emission and lifetime
(9) (a) Kober, E. M.; Sullivan, B. P.; Meyer, T. J., manuscript in preparation. (b) Kober, E. M. Ph.D. Dissertation, The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, 1982.
(IO) (a) Chakrabarte, S.K.; Ware, W. R. J . Chem. Phys. 1971,55,5494.
(b) Wintgens, V.; Poliquen, J.; Valat, P.; Kussanyi, J.; Canonica, S.; Wild,
U. P. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1986, 123, 282.
(1 1) Giordano, P. J.; Wrighton, M. S.J. Am. Chem. SOC.1979, 101, 2888.
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